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Abstract: Now a days video delivery is the major challenging 

issue because during the time of video access arises the various 

issues such as the collusion attack, redundant traffic and 

security problem. Our proposed framework provides solution for 

the problem mentioned above by using In-Network Caching 

systems. Our method provides the secure accessing of video by 

using of finger print of user. Here the finger print is captured in 

the form of finger print index. Our frame work provides the 

security for video chunks by using cryptographic method.  In this 

method we first splits the video into chunks and then the video 

chunks are encrypted after encryption of video chunks are stored 

in server. Second, our method gives the redundant free video 

access by the Redundant Elimination protocol [RE]. This 

protocol provides the secure identification of encrypted video 

chunks and requested finger print index. Here we eliminate the 

collusion attack in network during video delivery by using RE 

protocol. Finally the performance analyze of secure video 

delivery and delivery time of different video chunks by the plot 

between the parameter as video delivery time and number of 

chunks. 
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1. INTODUCTION 

Adistributed network of proxy servers positioned in many 

data centers in worldwide. They are called as A Content 

Delivery Network or Content Distribution Network [CDN]. 

To serve content to end users with high obtain-ability and 

high performance is the objectiveof a CDN. Its serve a great 

portion of the Internet content, with web objects such as , 

graphics, text and downloadable items media, script 

software’s, files, applications, documents as follow as social 

networks, on-demand streaming media portals live 

streaming media and e-commerce  

E- Commerce vendors and media companies pay CDN 

operators to distribute their content to their end users. They 

wage ISPs, transporters, and network operators for 

presenting its servers in their data centers. Also better 

performance and obtain-ability, they also offload the traffic 

served directly from the content provider's origin 

infrastructure. This results in possible cost savings for the 

content provider. CDNs provide a degree of security from 

DoS attacks to the content provider. They use their large 

distributed server organization to absorb the attack traffic. 

Early CDNs served the content by using the dedicated 

servers owned and operated by the CDN. The recent trend 

uses a hybrid model based on P2P knowledge. 

In the hybrid model, content is served by using both 

committed servers and also other peer user owned 

computers. 

CDNs are functioned as ASP on the Internet. They are 

also known as on demand software or Software as a Service 

[SaaS].  Internet owners have built their own CDNs. They 

are used to advance on net content delivery, reduce demand 

on their own telecommunications infrastructure, and to 

produce takings from content clients. This might comprise 

contribution access to media streaming to Internet service 

subscribers. Microsoft buildstheir own CDNs in along with 

their own products such as Google Cloud CDN Amazon 

Cloud Front, and Microsoft Azure CDN. The contentsare 

potentially multiple copies that may exist on several servers. 

When the user makes request to a CDN hostname, DNS 

will resolve it to an enhanced server based on their cost, 

availability, location and other metrics and then the server 

will handle the requests. CDN nodes are deployed in 

multiple places. Benefits comprise dropping bandwidth 

costs, refining page load times, or else increasing global 

accessibility of content. The total number of nodes and 

servers making up a CDN differs, dependent on their 

architecture. Some receiving thousands of nodes with tens 

of thousands of servers on many distant points of attendance 

PoPs others build a worldwide network and have an 

insignificant number of physical PoPs. 

Requesting for the content are algorithmically focused to 

nodes which are optimum. While optimizing for 

presentation, locations which are best for portion content to 

the users is chosen. This is measured by choosing locations 

which are the fewest hops, the least number of 

networkswhich are seconds away from the requesting client, 

or the highest availability of server performance both 

current and historical. When enhancing for the cost, places 

that are smallest can be selected. In an optimal, these two 

goals tend to align, as edge servers which are close to the 

end-user which are at the edge of the network may have an 

advantage in performance or cost. Most CDN workers will 

provide their services over a set of Pops depending on the 

geographic coverage. These sets of Pops is called as edges 

or edge nodes or edge. The CDN's Edge Network grows 

outward from the origins through further acquisitions via 
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acquisition, looking, or else interchange of co-locations 

services, bandwidth, and servers. 

 

Based on the end to end principle, the internet was 

designed. It makes the core network as simple and the 

intelligence to the network end points is moved. So the core 

network is particularly shortened, and is used only to 

forward data packets. Content Delivery Networks includes 

the end-to-end transport network by distributing a variety of 

intelligent applications, employing techniques which are 

intended to improve content delivery. This resultsin tightly 

combined overlays that use web caching, server load 

balancing, request routing, and content services.  

Web caches stores the contents on servers that have the 

greatest demand for the content that are requested. These 

shared network utilizations reduce bandwidth necessities, 

decrease server load, and improve the client reply times for 

content kept in the cache. The server load balancing 

technique uses hardware based or service based global load 

balancing methods that has the layer of 4 to 7 switches is 

known as web switch. It will share the traffic among a 

server numbers or web caches. The switch is allocated to a 

single virtual IP address. Traffics that are incoming at the 

switch is focused to one of the real web servers that are 

attached to the switch.The advantages are balancing load, 

cumulative total capacity, improving scalability, and 

providing increased reliability by reallocating the load of a 

unsuccessful server and provided that server health checks. 

A content cluster or service node can be designed using a 

layer switch which is used to balance load across a number 

of servers or else a number of web caches inside the 

network. This includes directing a client request to the 

service node which is neighboring to the client or to the one 

which has the most capacity. Many algorithms are proposed 

route the request which includes Global Server Load 

Balancing, DNS based request routing, dynamic metafile 

generation, HTML rewriting, and casting. Proximity 

chooses the closest service node which is estimated using a 

variety of techniques which includes reactive probing, 

practical probing, and connection checking. CDNs uses 

variety of approaches for content. 

The data redundancy is the existence of data which has 

the addition of real data and allows faults alteration in 

stored data. The supplementary data can just be a complete 

copy of the actual data, or only select pieces of data that 

allow discovery of errors and reconstruction of lost or 

damaged data up to a certain level. For example, by 

counting additional data checksums, ECC memory is 

capable of noting and correcting single bit errors within 

each memory word, though RAID 1 integrates two hard 

disk drives [HDDs] into a rational storage unit which allows 

data to survive a complete failure of one drive Data 

redundancy which can also be used to measure silent data. 

The main aim of data security is to access data and 

protecting individual's security preferences and their 

personally recognise data. The information security and data 

security design and utilize hardware, human resources and 

software’s to address these issues. The regulations and laws 

related to Privacy, security and Data Protection are always 

changing, it is important to keep well informed of any 

changes in the law and reconsider it continually.  Additional 

concern is web sites which are visited possibly share 

personal data about multiple users. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

 [1] 
The information centric networking (ICN) concept is 

a common approach of several internet research activities in 

future. The approach influences in-network caching, 

multiparty communication through replication and 

interaction models decoupling server and client. The goal 

provided a network infrastructure service which is used for 

nowadays and more resilient to interruptions and failures. 

The number of research projects approach is to be explored 

by an ICN. ICN architectures is compared and discuss 

design choices and features are proposed, focusing on the 

following main components: named data objects, naming 

and security, API, routing and transport, and caching. The 

advantages of the ICN approach is generally advantage. 
 

         [2]
Information-Centric Networks route created upon 

content name and not based upon the locations of the 

content consumer and producer. But the current internet 

architecture is not allowed these functionalities because the 

content is not supported by caching and routing at the 

network layer. We present Content Flow, an Information-

Centric network architecture supports content management 

and routing by mapping the content name to an IP flow and 

thus enables the use of switches to achieve Open Flow 

content routing over tradition IP architecture. ContentFlow 

is translucent from the point of view of the client and the 

server. We present a description of ContentFlow 

architecture and results from a reference implementation. 
 

 [3]
CDN and HTTPS are an independent web 

technologies, CDN and HTTPS has been well studied 

individually and independently. Systematic study on how 

these two work together. We examined 20 popular CDN 

providers and 10,721 of their client web sites using HTTPS. 

The study of CDN and HTTPS are defines different 

problems with the current HTTPS practice adopted by CDN 

providers, such as extensive use of unacceptable certificates, 

private key distribution, neglected revocation of stale 

certificates, and insecure back-end communication. While 

some of those problems are operational issues only, 

fundamental semantic conflict are routed in between the 

end-to-end nature of HTTPS and the man-in-the-middle 

nature of CDN involving multiple parties in a delegated 

service. To address the designation problem when HTTPS 

sees CDN, we proposed and implemented a lightweight 

solution based on DANE (DNS-based Authentication of 

Named Entities), an emerging IETF protocol 

complementing the current Web PKI model. Our 
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implementation proves that it is possible for HTTPS to work 

with CDN securely and efficiently.  

 
[4]

 We conduct privacy protocols for Information Centric 

Networking (ICN) to perform evaluation. Input can be in 

three ways: Firstly, we define a simple but complete 

performance framework for equating current and future 

solutions. Secondly, we identify and prove the unsafe 

copies, namely cached content that remains available to 

users whose access has been revoked. Thirdly, we propose a 

performance protocol without tampering with the caching 

functionality that solves the problem of unsafe replicas of 

ICN. 
 

 [5]
Multi-message Ciphertext Policy Attribute-Based 

Encryption (MCP-ABE) technique, and employs the MCP-

ABE to design an access control scheme for sharing 

accessible media based on data users' attributes (e.g., age, 

nationality, or gender) rather than an explicit list of the 

users' names. MCP-ABE scheme is efficient and flexible it 

allows a content to provide specify an access policy and 

encrypt multiple messages within one ciphertext such that 

only the users whose attributes satisfy the access policy can 

decrypt the ciphertext. Similarly, the paper shows how to 

support resource-limited mobile devices by offloading 

computational intensive operations to cloud servers while 

without negotiating data privacy. 
 

 [6] 
The leading provider is Netflix, it provides on-demand 

Internet video streaming in the US and Canada, accounting 

for 29.7% of the peak downstream traffic in US. Netflix 

architecture and its performance can lean-to understanding 

the light on how to design best optimize of similar on-

demand streaming services. We perform a measurement 

study of Netflix to discover its architecture and service 

strategy. We find that Netflix employs a combination of 

data centers and Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) for 

content distribution. Active measurements can performed as 

a part of the three CDNs at work by Netflix to quantify the 

video delivery bandwidth available to users across the US. 

Finally, as improvements to Netflix's current CDN 

assignment strategy, multiple-CDN-based video delivery 

strategy, and their potentials is demonstrated in significantly 

increasing user's average bandwidth. 

 
[7]

Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) is 

defined as a multimedia streaming standard to deliver high 

quality multimedia content over the Internet using 

conventional HTTP Web servers. As a fundamental feature, 

according to network conditions, user requirements, and 

expectations are allows automatic switching of quality 

levels. Currently, the proposed adaptation schemes for 

HTTP streaming mostly rely on quantity measurements 

and/or buffer-related metrics, such as buffer exhaustion and 

levels. The proposed model aims at conveniently combining 

TCP-, buffer-, and media content-related metrics as well as 

user requirements and outlooks to be used as an input for 

the DASH adaptation logic. Experiments have demonstrated 

that the chosen model increases the capability of the 

adaptation logic to select the optimal video quality level. 

Finally, we integrated all our findings into a real DASH 

system with QoE monitoring capabilities. 

 
[8]

In-network caching necessitates the transformation of 

centralized and traditional, overlay caching techniques to a 

decentralized and uncoordinated environment. We 

concerned with decentralized, real-time distribution of 

content in router caches. The main goal is to reduce caching 

redundancy and in turn, more efficient utilization of 

available cache resources along a content delivery path. Our 

in-network caching scheme, which we call Probate, 

approximates the caching capability of a path and caches 

contents probabilistically in order to: i) leave caching space 

for other flows sharing (part of) the similar path, and ii) 

fairly multiplex contents of different flows in caches along a 

shared path. Web-Caching architectures compare our 

algorithm against universal caching and against schemes 

proposed in the past, such as Leave Copy Down (LCD). The 

results of our work shows that reduction is up to 20% in 

server hits, and up to 10% in the number of hops required to 

hit cached contents, but, the most important process is to, 

decrease of cache-evictions by an order of magnitude in 

comparison to universal caching. 
 

 [9] 
Anyway a key driver for an Information-Centric 

Networking (ICN) has been the rise in Internet video traffic, 

there has been surprisingly little work on analyzing the 

interplay among ICN and video – which ICN caching 

strategies work well on video workloads.  ICN shows that 

how it helps improve video-centric quality of experience 

(QoE). We connect this disconnect with a dash driven study 

using 196M video requests from over 16M users on a 

country-wide topology with 80K routers. Broad space of 

content replacement evaluated by (e.g., LRU, LFU, FIFO) 

and content placement evaluated by (e.g., leave a copy 

everywhere, probabilistic). The plans may over a range of 

cache sizes. 
 

 [10]
 We face the challenging issue of defining and 

implementing an effective law for load balancing in Content 

Delivery Networks (CDNs). We base our proposal on a 

formal study of a CDN system, carried out through the 

exploitation of a fluid flow model characterization of the 

network of servers. lemma about the network queues 

equilibrium starting from such characterization derived. 

This result is then leveraged in order to devise a novel 

distributed and time-continuous algorithm for load 

balancing, which is also reformulated in a time-discrete 

version. The discrete formulation of the proposed balancing 

law is discussed in terms of its actual implemented 

eventually in a real-world scenario. Finally, the overall 

approach is validated by means of simulations. 

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION 
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Many previous approaches were introduced for secure 

video delivery such as HTTP, DASH and attribute based 

video delivery. However all techniques were faced several 

issues in video delivery such as collusion attack, security 

problem, computational complexity etc. These techniques 

are not provides the efficient video delivery because it 

suffers the collusion attack at time of video delivery. 

 

Need for system: 

 

To overcome the above mentioned problems our 

proposed framework introduces the In-Network Caching 

system, which provides the secure and efficient video 

delivery by the RE protocol. This protocol supports the 

redundant free, collusion attack free video delivery. 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our proposed technique provides the secure video 

delivery by using In-Network caching system. Our method 

first provides the security of video access by the capture of 

finger print of user in form of encrypted finger print index, 

by this finger print identification we provide the security of 

video accessing. Second our method provides the security of 

video delivery by using cryptographic method, which splits 

the video in form of chunks and then encrypted the spited 

video chunks. Our proposed method provides the security 

from collusion attack and redundant in video delivery, 

which can achieve by using the RE protocol. By using this 

protocol we can identify the location of encrypted video 

chunks and requested finger print index. Finally our 

proposed technique evaluates the performance of security 

and video delivery efficiency by the parameter of video 

delivery time and number of chunks. The advantages of this 

proposed system are as follows: 

 Provide the secure video delivery 

 Provide collusion free video access 

 Provide redundant less video access 

 

Modules of this paper are, 

i. Video stored in server 

ii. User registration  

iii. Video accessing 

iv. Performance evaluation 

 

4.1 Video Stored in Server 

Our proposed work first stores the videos in server in 

form of video chunks. Here we split the video in chunks, in 

order to improve the security we stores the video in 

encrypted video chunks. Our proposed method encrypts the 

video chunks by using cryptographic technique. By using 

this technique we store the video more securely in server. 

 

4.2 User Registration  

Our proposed work designs the user registration 

module for secure video accessing and also provides the 

security of video from unauthorized user. Here we register 

the user by the capture of finger print, from these captured 

finger print stores in cache in form of encrypted finger print 

index. By using this finger print index we can securely 

accessing the video. 

 

4.3 Video Accessing 

Our method provides the secure and efficient video 

delivery, in this module we verify the requested user 

whether authorized person or not. Here we identify the 

authorized user by using the user finger print index. Our 

proposed work provides the collusion free, redundant less 

video delivery by using the RE protocol in which protocol 

identify the location of requested user finger print index and 

encrypted video chunks. Thus we can achieve the collusion 

free video delivery. 

 

 

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Our proposed method evaluates the performance of 

security in video delivery and video delivery time by plot 

the graph between the video delivery time and number of 

chunks. Here we evaluate the secure redundant elimination 

video delivery by the number of video chunks delivery in 

user requested time. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The proposed frame work provides the secure video 

delivery by using the In Network System which supports the 

secure video delivery by using the RE protocol. The stored 

video in form of encrypted video chunks which are used for 

providing the secured video access.  For security purpose 

our method registers the user with finger print by this 

registration we identify the unauthorized user. To eliminate 

the video collusion attack by using RE protocol by 

identifying the location of user requested video chunks and 

finger print index. By using this protocols the collusion and 

redundant attack in video delivery are prevented, therefore 

this concept improves the security and reduces the collusion 

attack in video delivery. This method analyses the 

performance by using the parameters video delivery time 

and number of chunks. 

The security is provided to access only video 

delivery. In future security for Content Delivery via 

encrypted In Network caches from multiple content 

providers and to provide the security by using their own 

different key authentication method. In addition, secured 

multimedia content delivery is enhanced by using Network 

Systems architecture. 
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